
The Good Ghost Walkers Guide

A few 'House-keeping' points to make your Ghost Walk experience as enjoyable as 
possible for everyone taking part.

Our Ghost Walks are carefully planned to give participants an entertaining and thrilling 
theatrical experience: your adherence to the points listed below will help to make that 
happen.

 No consumption of alcohol on Ghost Walks.
 If you are under the influence of alcohol you will not be allowed to take part in the 

Ghost Walk (this has only happened once on over 50 walks we have organised but 
the experience was enough to make us say “never again!”)

 Out of consideration for other walkers please do not smoke during the walk.
 Please respect private property that we may pass during the walk - do not leave any 

litter or cause any damage.
 No inappropriate language on the walk please, especially if your fellow-walkers 

include children or young people.
 If your party on the walk includes children then please note that you are responsible 

for their supervision, safety and behaviour at all times.
 Please follow any instructions given to you by Walk Marshals.
 Be safe - stay on pavements and watch out for traffic on the roads.
 Please do not interrupt the story tellers with comments.
 EMF meters are used during our Ghost Hunt. This is sensitive equipment and any 

breakages or damage to the equipment must be paid for.
 By being part of the walk you are agreeing to all of the above.

We reserve the right to ask people to leave the walk at any time if we deem their 
behaviour to be inappropriate. No refunds will be available in such cases.

For everyone’s safety all our Marshals carry mobile phones so that external 
assistance can be immediately called on in any emergency situation.


